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defined by Menketz/, is independent of the tempernhom and it is (nr the different species the sauu func-
tion of the pnsitiw of the firs) maximum; and the constnnl of the attractive potential (or a pair n( 
different molecules u the geon¢tric mean of those of the individual moleades, so kis=(k~ik_.)'=. _ 

     [) n) J. H. 1[ildehrnnd and 5. F.. \Vr„al, f. Chem. Phva, I, St7 (ry3~; h) J. Ii. Hildebrnnd, 
^ Sa7xbe7rly of Nars-</Mrrolyl.•.r ", Reinhold I'uhluh. Corp., [qg6. This contains mast of the relevent 
references to airlier papers. 

     z) (V. Scalcharrt, T»rru. Prrrnday Sac, 33, tbo (1937) 
     3) a) E. A. Guggenheim, Prtu. Xny..Saa, A 146, ;oq ([935); b) R. H. howler and E. A. Guggen-

heim, "Slit<itli<rd Thrr~nrodl'rromi<s;' Cambridge Univ. Press, 355 (r939)• ' 
     q) J. G. Kirkwond. J. Pkj~s. Chem., 43, 97 (x939)• 

     g) a) J. H. Hildehrnnd and G. R. Negishi, J..Ln. C/irnri. Sx., 59, 339 (x937): b) J- H. fIilde• 
brand, T'mns. Pamdrty Sx., 33, tqq (ty37): c) J. II. Hildebmnd, ~J. Am. Chenr. Sw., 39, zo83 (x937): d) 
J. II. lfildebrand, J. Pbyr. Ch<nt, 43, tog (tg3y); e) J. II. Ilildebmnd amt J. W. Swenyy ibid., 43> x97 
(tg3y); f) J. H. Ht7debrnnd, Sn<nre, 99, [ (t939)• 

     6) n). G. Scatchard, S. E. \Vood, and J. M. Mochel, J. P/.ys. C/r<m,., 43, t t9 (t939) ~:>?) C. Scaldmrd~ 
5. E. Womi, and J. DT. Mnche6 J. Am. C/r<ur..Sir<., 61, 3zo6 (t939); c) Scal<bnrd, S. E: Wand, and J. 
M. Dfnchel, f(dd., 62, 7tz (t9go} 

    7) S. E. Wood, ibid., 39, x5xo ([937)• ' 
    8) R. D. Vold, ibid., 39, x;[5 (x937} 

    g) R. Negishi, Thia Journal, 14, x37 (iggo). -

 
- to) V. Kirejew, Ado PRysirnddm. U.X.SS., 13, 53t (tygo). 

    it) n) M. Gonikherg, r%uG, 1$ 489 (x940); b) M. Gpnikherg, ibid., 12, 9v Q9go). IIere, the 
                                                              under prelure.
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   THE SOLUBILITY OF SOLID BENZENE IN SEVERAL 
          ~ NON-POLAR LIQUIDS . 

                              By h. Narlsnl. 

    Recently, much interest has been shown in the theoretical aspects''" and in 

the application"' of regular solutions, as defined by Hildebrmd"'. Although a 

general .expression fur regular solutions which is valid to :tll systems, gaseous, 

liquid, solid, and their mixtures is derivable theoretically, when certain, assunlptions* 
are introduced, to make it applicable to actual systems, it is necessary- to make 

several further simplifying assumptions".** IIildebrand" has shown that 

is applicable to the solubility of a solid in nrnl-polar liquids. I [ere, N; and N_ arc 

ideal and actual solubilities expressed in tcnns of mole fractirxn ; f ;and t: are the 

      ' The a==mnplions, introduced are equivalent of saying that 111e nmtecn les arc non-polar, spherirnl, 
and of nlaml the same mnl~roular volume; the to/nl energy of the system is given by the sum of 11[c 

p>Ienlinl energy, taken ms -kf<s, of the molecule with its'nenrest nerghbnrs, and the repulsive lx,lcnlial 
is considered oegli~ibly smelt by comparison. 

     •' The added assmn lions are tlmt the mnlal volumes are additive; the mhabilil ~ funtlinn , as

conrept of regular solutitlns is applied to the solnbiliky nC hydrogen 
   tz) J. li. lIildebrnnd, f. Am. Ch<m. Sa<„ SI, 66.Q9z9)• 

   [3) [I. Menke, Physik. Z., 33, 593 (x93z)• 
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molal volumes of pure liquids l an¢ ? (super-cooled for the solute) ; ec, , 
are the niolal energies of vaporization of pure components t and 2, respt 
'19, is the volume fractiat of cortiponent i, and D stands for f \dF'/}-

          k 1= (
or I_n2~_rr,_1) in which a, and n_ are the van der "t~raals constants at the   Lr. r} 

lioints°j of liquids I and zl, 
    The present determination of the solubilit}• of solid' benzene, or [he 

point lowering of benzene, has been undertaken to test further the applies 
equation (t). Although the tetrahalides of the fourth group would be pto 

able for this pugtose from theoretical considerations, the benzene systems : 
suitable experimentally, since all such .physical constants as the heat of (u: 

molal heat calktcities of solid and liquid, the heat of vaporintion, and th 
volume which are noccssary to make a comparison of the equation with 

perimental daft are known fairl}' accurately. 71te accuracy in the value 
physird constants is of great importance in the investigahion of a solid-liquic 
owing to the (act chat some unavoidable long estnlwlatioits arc tieccssu} 

is brought-about by-the inherent chartcteristics of equation (1) lvhich nee 
an unescapablc assumptipn that the properties of the solute in itssuppc 

stafe arc expressible by the same expressions for its pure liquid. Morcovi 

been shown"•s'•"9' "' that the heat of mixing serves to show how closely : 
obeys the conditiuus of regular solutions. Ao extension of this comparis 

solid-liquid system may be fruitful, and this is possible with benzene syste 

                           -Experimental Details . 

    1) Apparatus. 
    A themlosiat was made fmm ~a battery jar well insulated except for nvo wind 

la}'ers of kieselguhr about 5 cm thicL. Between the window glass and the batter, 

placed some OaCI, in order to prevent the mndetu-ation of water on the surfaces of g 
the themtostat was cooled. Acetone was used in the bath and it was mot cvl with tv 
c}•linders, al.but > cm in diameter with a lame numtter of fins soldered wt each of 
increase the cooling surfaces. :1 m~.ture of alcohol-CO: slush was used. The 
heated by means of, dry air forced through a spiral copper tubing. 'i'he temper 
measumd by means oC a copper-constan4•tn thermocouple, imbedded in {xtmllin, v 
comiectctl m a potentiometer whose. smallest reading could be estimated to o.00q 
The tempenn.ure regulation was done by hand which required but slight attention, A 
drawing of the thcrinoshtt is shown in Fib: i.. 

     r q)~ IL I[irolie, J Nur. Sci. Gup, Urrrv. jajxrrr, (i), 1. r55ft926): 
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            ®=Stirrer. ~=CaClg Conliiner. ©=1lallery Jar. ' 
            ®=\tlindnw Glasz ®=Cooler, (gj=layer ~f Kicselguhr. 

            ®=\Vire Basket for Supporting Sample. ®=Thennomoplc. 
            ®=Spiral of Cnppcr Tuhing for Iienling. ®=}.•a lI. P: DL,trv. 

            ®=Sample. 

   2) Preparation of Mixtures. 

    Synthetic mixtures were prepared by pipettiug om proper amounts of pure liquid, by 

means of a piper connected to a flask a, shown hT I•'ig. z a. The /task ws evacuated, and 

by mnnipulaling the cock, the ]iyvid may be pipetled and discharged at will. :1 synthetic 

misture .vas prepared and weighed in a -tube, as shown N Fig. z b. Interchangeable ground 

glass joints were used. 1'he discharging end of the piper was (lnn•n to a capillaFy so that it 
could be itvserted be}'onrl. the constriction made in the tube. After e•eighing, the tube was
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Fig. z. F=z5o is Fluk, R=ILaLher Cbnredion, C=CaCL Tnlx, 
    P=Piper (6.5 a~ S=Samplc, TI=3•Way Capillary Cock.
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 mm~ected' to an_evacuation system, which was Capable of to'6mraHg (sudt a high degree of 

evacuation was never user) otviug to the fact that oply CO,-almhot slush tests available for 

 cooling), and ecacuateJ for ta~o minut~~•* to eliminate asmuch air as possible. It. was then 

 scaled oftwith oxygen a~as tlamc a[ the mns[riction. 'I'eres glass (similar io I'yrer) was used 

 throi~ghont. 

     3) Calibration of Thermocouple. 

- The thermomule was calibntcvl against the melting points of ben>ene, n•ater, and CCI, 

 and a~~+ainst the tnusition point of C(:1,: 9'he reference points used mere 

             Bcvane 5•i3 mehingpointst, 

             CCL, -zz.87 melting point18t, 

             CCI, -;7.66 Transition poinPs'. -
 "I'he apparatus used for the calibm[ion is shnen in Fig. z c- .4 pure liquid was diarged as 

 described for preparing a synthetic mi~due. The void space ~~~as about r ce, as. in the case 
-of the synthetic misutre;. II was evacuatnl at lea.~~t to minutes before sealing off. The

"11me apparatus used !or the calibm[ion is shnen in Fig. z c. .4 pure liquid was drarged as 

described for preparing a synthetic mixture. The void space ~m~as about t ce, as. in the case 

of the synthetic mixutre;. II w•as evacuatni at lea.~~t to minutes before sealing off. The-

thutmocouplc was inserted in the smaller tube partially' filled with p.•tntffin oil to improt-e 

heat. conductivity. liy this method sharp and amstant freezing and melting cun~es of tbc. 

slme tempemture were obtained. 'Phe freezing pain[ curves remained consL•tnt until praclirally 

all bad solidified which gm•c us avsumnce that the sustances were quite pure. From the 

Ixminls dmus determined, the following txluation was set-up 

            t°C=z6.739(r:)-I- r.o3dlh:)'to.jy30-)': 

exjiressing t°C in terms of millivolt. 

    Since the solubility of solid benzene in the various liquids investigated here showed a 

pronounced supervamoling effect, even when the mixture was agitated vigorously,. we deter-
mineii, in every- case, the tempemture at mvhich the last traces of Imeraene had disappeared'b*: 
Near the solution tempemture the mte.of temperature inereace was maintained at about 
o.oz'C/minute. -

    4) Purification. 

    Benzene. Commercial " thiyphene free " Imeuzene was frozen twice. in the presence: of 
m CaCle !and was. finally distilled twice over CaCI: in a column conbtiniitg a" I'erex glass spiral. 

about a meter long. rl cvostant boiling !merlon u•as collected: The distillation apparatus was 
all glass; ground gla~ joins without grease were used when necessary. Benzene was disfilled~. 
int6 a small neck gl 
cdrnrng in contact will

R 

minute; 
occluded 

    [5) 
     s. 

melting.

From t_he result 
a InxS in the 
air waseliminat 

 FLL Johnsto 
 In severalrov

ilt~tt..:: "..

ass. bottle. No special precautions were taken to prevent the air ̂ from, ' ~~ 
t the distillate; it mvaskept in a glasv-stoppererl bottle. ~ ~~ 1• 

r 
s of preliminary runs it was faund that if evanmlion was longer Then three 
weight nl the sample was excessive, (og~);-within two minutes marl of~ahei 2 
ed (althnngh the final presmrc wnsnever better than oa mm.). 
n and E. A. Long, f:.Am. C/Itm. .5nt., 58, ;i ([g3q). e. 
gh determinations the tempemture 6f !razing agreed within a[°C. of 9hat•~of --
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     Nio. 4 SOLUBIL.I'PY OF SOLIlI BENZENR'INNON-POLAR LIQUIIIS 1Q3 

         Carbon Tetracleloride. It was purified by the method given by Scatchard, Wood, and 
      AIochePibj ; distillations were, however, made in our setup. It was kept in n glass-stoppered 

     horde.. 
• C

arLmr Dfartlfirk. IL ays treated according to the metbal given by Brown and Mvrov'"~, 
     It w:rs distilled just before rue, and the distillate was rnllected and kept in a colored gias4 

   _ bottle. 
          Chloroform. It was purified by washing with NaOI-I anti water1l and ru~used over 

     CaCL according to the directions given by porter, Slewart, and 13mnch'"', the final <listillation 
    •.was made-over calcium chloride_just before use; it was collected in a colored glass bottle 

      and kept in dark. No further precautions e•ere L•tkent9'. -
          Toltuate. It was shaken with mncentrrtcd H,St).,; washed with water and distilled. The 

     distillate was dried wads metallic sodiumand, finally, distilled over metallic sodium'rl. 

                            Results and Discussion. 

         Benzene-Carbon Tetrachloride. 
         Since there are more data'-o• ~' available for this system, it has been investi-

     gated first. \Ve had observed that our solution at tht: lowest temperature, -z9.95° 
    C, where N=o.519fi, seemed turbid (barely Ixrceptible). This teas probably due • 

to a small amount of water. In this system alone, CaCI. was used instead of P_Os 

     to.dry the air which was admitted to the evacuating system. Rrorking at low 
     temperatures, the effect of the condensation of water was the main source of un-i: ~- certainty and error, and the took particular care to eliminate it in the other systems. 

         In our calculations the heat of vaporisation, e/% of benzene was calculated 
    :from the equation given b}' Fiock, Ginnings, and 1[olton=", 

                 e/r/Gram=-o.o0056185 (zgo-t9)"+o.65oa8 (ago-tl) I
t 
~ where J// was given in international joules and B mrrespondtd to t°C. This 

     equatioq ti•as derived from the data obt<-tintd above to°C, but we used it at 

• 

            tb) O. L. L Brown and G. G,: Manov, J. Arr.. L'htm. Sot., 59, 5~ (1937)• ' 
 ~ ty)P W: T. Kiehanl and J. PL R'allace, Jr.,..f..lne. C/unr. Soc., 54, -z7o5 (t93=)~ They fmmd Ihat 

,~~, by wastdng .with IISO.p Na01[, and ISO partial azidation to phosgene look plate.            ~
;IS) C. w. Porter, 'p. II. Srewan, and G. E. K. Branch, •` 77re Alrlhodi of Or3rzruc C/rrnnary~' 

{••:'' ~':Ginn and (Io., 68 t z '                (9 7)• 
J , ~, 19). L. Gilb, C.irm. Ab#., 3Y, 7otq (1938). According to him air and light caused rapid Contami• r' ~~ -naliatns even prolonged treatment whh ~Na.COs and PcOn in the absence of o~ygtn won uselcnn if light 

      wereadmrttcd. -           zo) G. L. Lcwis and C. P. Smytly J.•Ckrro. Pbya, 7, to87 (1939)• 
         ar) h+L Crit. Trbtrs Iq, 9g (t9z8). i, 

           z=) -a) W. F. Rryatt, Tron. A.r,•~ry Sot., 25, q8 (igz9); b) W, F. Nyart, abut., Y4, 4zg (tgz8} ~~ E. F. Fiock, ll. C. Ginnfn           z3) gsi a°rl ~V,; }3. Jlolton~ J. Rtt. Brv. Std 8, SSt Q93t} 
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lower temperatures. 4. [ R36 and ]8. t 1 were used as a conversion factor of inter-

national joules to cal, and for the molecular weight of benzene, respectively. 

    The molal volume was calculatcrl from the equation~°', d,=o.9ooo5-LO636([) 
low-0.o376(t)=1o'°-2.zI3(t)alo''. This equation was given as valid in the tem- , 

)x:rahire range, 1 t to ~72°C, btit, for want of a better one, it was used in our 
calculation. Since the density was practically a linear function of the teinperaturc, ' 
the error introduced by its use at lower temperatures probably would not be aphre-

eiable. 

    a;I for benzene was calculated at the boiling point, Ro.loz°C~`, fronithe relation, 

             a= vde, 

where a was the van dcr \Vaals const:utt, v and d[? were the molal 'volume and 
                                                 n:' the ener~ry of vaporization at the boiling point v( the pure liquid. was                                                            G:, 

calculated ~y dividing a~ at the boiling point by the rnolal volume of the pure 

component at the temperature of the solution in question. nk was 798.57 cal. cc. 

    The heat of i~aporization of CCI, was calculated from the equation, 

             su=47R2.o2+91132R.7/ 7. • 

derived front the vapor pressure equation given by Scatchard, Wood, and b'iocheh`I, 

              Log Y=6.63143-1o45.o22Ir-995771'• ~' 

Y Some of the comparative. figures of .f// found in the literature were q5.4 cal./gmm~°t , 

(derived from vapor pressure muzsumnunts) as against 44.3 at the boiling point, 

76,69"°', from this equation ; 51.3 cal.~glam at 24.3°C~bI and 43.5 cal.~gram at 
25°C~ul, directly measured values, as compared with 5LO at 25°C by this 
egiation. ` 

    The molal volumes n"cre calculated from the equation'"', 

              d,=1.63''-5 5 -1.91 Io (t o)~ [-0.690 (10)~ t'. 

aK -and a;~w, were calculated as'in [he case of benzene. a;t at the boiling point , 
was'. So1.76. .. 

    The results of our measurements arc plotted along with those from the hrt. ~ -
                                                                                                              ,• 

Crif, Tables'0 in P'ig. 3. The agreement is satisfactory at lower temperatures. "'~ 
\Vyatt's results approximated from his graph are compared with ours in the ~ 4~' 

                                                                                               .' 

accompanying. Table. Here, the agreement is good eiccpt at the lowed tem= ~{ 

pemtuie. 

                                                                                      :.; 
    -xq) GiA Cri/. Tirb[rg I II, z8, z9 (t 9z8). ~ -
     z$) a) Lnndolt mrd Barnttriu Tebeaen (t9ir)t U) The same (r936). ' 
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                       - Comparison of \Vyntl's Results. 

       

• Tcmp. °C ' 
                    Ty 

                      Benzene 'Chb Run \Vyan 

                         o:85tx -4.55 -4.5 
                         0.7503 -11.35 -11 

                         0-6870 -!5.93 -16 

                         0.5793 -z4.3z "z4 
                            0.5196 -z9.75 -30.5 

   As cap be seen from Pig. 3, this system obeys the conditions of regularity rather 

   closely"'1 

        Benzene-Carhon Disulfide. 

       The heat of va)wrization, the nutlal volumes, and oklier physical conskmts of 

   benzene wen calculated as in the benzenctarbon tetrachloride system. The heat 

   of vaporization of CS_ was obtained front the equation, 

                alr=gyg6.37 t 566zoq.~~/l, 

   derived from 

                Log Pnun=6.73'39-1o3q.t965/T-61566:76/Te, 

   in which log Pmm and the constants e•cre determined from the vapor pres§ure 

   data .given in tlic Int. Crit. Tablcs'uO. ell at the boiling point, 45x9°C`tl, from 
   the above equation \\.as 6525 cal./mole as rnmpared \rith 6400, a directly ntcasl:red 

   value at (g5.zz°C)~bJ 

       The molal voluntes~ \vcre calculated from the equation, 

                  d;= 7•'931-0.0015oR t""', 

   and from the molecular \\•cight, yG.I3. a~ at the boiling point, 45.zq°C, was 

  567 9' 
       The results of our measurements arc plotted in Fig. 3. I14casurements on the 

  . same system by other investigators~tl~ are also plotted, there. The agreement 
   behveen ours anc6 the Jnt. Crit. "I'nble data is good only to N, is about o.y and 

   below this comm~tratioti it is rather bad. In our measurements n•c have been 
   catefid to prevent the condensation. of moisture, and \ve have eliminated as 

   nmch air as possible Gom the system, and the fact that our system has been com-

     ' z6) n) Int. Crit. Tablet, 7[i, zt3 (t9z8); h) iLid., V, t;8 (tgz9); e) ibid, lli, z3 (Igz8); d) rbrd., 
   IV (t9zg) 

• z7) ~lalhews, J.. Am. C/gem. Sue., -48, 56z f 1926} 
         28) J. ]tiazur, Natwr, 144, 3x8 (1939)• According to him CS hu anomalous thermal ezlransion 

    a~ lower temperatures, 
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Ty
Benxene

Tcmp. OI•

'P6c R
un \Vyatl

O:85I2

0.7503

a6S7o

oS793

o.5I96

-4•~5

-II•35

-!SA3

-zq,3z

-~9.75

-4.5

-It

-I6

-~4

-30.5

(1941)
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. i 
Y • pletely scaled, we believe th<1t our data arc more reliable. Since CS, decomposes 

 on standing, we have used hesldy distilled sample for our investigation. The 

 solubility of this system deviates from that of an ideal a great deal, and also from 

 being regular*•~, as .indicated by the solubility curve and by I~ given in Tablc'I. 
     When (d~^/Y)'P' and a?I/I! c:dculated from the vapor pressure of the pure 

 liquir3 are compared with those obtained from solubility, a difference much too 

 large is found. This is a consequence of the form of equation (t) as w•ritten,• 
 and there is nothing fundamentally incompatible with the theory. Since 

F 

                Y -~ Gj . V~3 v~ - -
 if (dE,/v,)'s is larger th:m (dE_/v)"~, the difference becomes larger by the above 4 

 ealculatioii. In equation (() if is IJ` that measures the degree of deviation from . 

 ideality and regularity, and it is the absolute value of the difference of the energy -. 

 densities of the pure slxcies that is important. 

      Benzene-Chloroform. ~ y 
     The heat of vaporizztion of chloroform was calculated from the daL3 given in ,' 

 Landolt-Roernsteins Tabellen80J. The molecular weight was taken as t t9.39. The 
 molal volume was calculated from the equation=9, 

               d,=L5x643-(.8563 (to-')t-o.53~9(to-°)t'-8.8t (io'B)P• 

     The results of our measurements. arc plotted in Fig. 3 and are compared with -
 those of Wyatt~" in the Table below. Since his values have been approximated 

 from a graph, this comparison must be rough. The agreement is satisfactory except 

 

.for the lowest tcmpcmhu•c.

Cnmpnrisoo n( Wynn's Dnlu.

Ns,
Temp. °C

lienxette
This Ruo Nyat[

o.Sbzg -3.9~ -q

o.76oz -~z.z7 - ~z

o,Cho9 -zo .go - zz

0.539 -3z.56 -33

o.gi67 -g8.o9 -5 ~
1

       'The solubility oC iodine in CS
: at lower lempemturo seems also irrctvlnr (C. R Negishi, L. H. 

Donrial]y, and J, fI. 1liWebmrd, J. Am. Chtm. Sar., 5$, 8793 (tg;;)). 
     2yJ 'C.E. Wnriu6, H. layman. and S. Steingiser, J. Am. C/uiie. Soc, '82, zoz8 (t94o} They have 

found that magneticoptic rotation in Leozene-(5. system-is iiregnlar. 

    30) Londo!!•Ranrrraiu To6ellen~ z73~ (t%6}
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       From Fig. 3 it is apparent that the solubility curve lies above that of an ideal. 
   This means that benzene-chloroform systems give negative deviations. Tltis is also 

   the case with the boat of mixing of the two liquids, as shown in Table IV. 
   Negative deviations ordinarily indicate a strong attraction behveen unlike species, 

   and a greater solubility .than that of an ide:d. Chloroform is much more reactive* 
   chemically than CCL„ although its structure is ,also tetmhedral"~, and this tnay be 

   one of the factors causing negative deviations, Since equation ([) is applica~lc only 

   to thaw systems giving positive deviations, this system has not been further con-
   sidered. 

        Benzene-Toluene. 

        The heat of vaporization of toluene was calculated from the equation'0t, 

                     -toR .~-1-o.26t-o.ooog[x, cal./gram. 

   This equation was for the range, 26.R7 to 42.85°C, but at Ioq.f°C it gave a value, 
    -R6 .5o, as compared with -R6,2t given in the Iitcrahue~"t. We, therefore, used 

   the same equation in nur tentllertture range, n,; at the boiling point, I Io,8~t, was 
1 922,04. The molal volumes were calculated from the equation'", 

                 d,=o.RR4I z-o.gzz4R (IOC) t+o.or 5z fro-') t--4.zz3 (ioJt).c', 

   and from the molecular weight of 9z.t35• 
       From the comsiderations of its molecular structure and of the nearness of its 

   energy density to that of benzene, this system would be regular. This, indeed, is 

   the case is \vell indicated by Fig. 3 and by the results in Tables I and II. The 

   same conclusion could have been drawn from the heat of mixing measurements 

   (Table IV). Unfortunately, not sufficient data arc available to calculate its excess 
   entropy of mixing; but n•e believe it \vould be rather small, :ts in the benzene-CCI, 

   system. 
        Benzene-Cyclohexane. 

        The resufts of the measurements by Mascarclli and I'cst<ilozza have been used,nt 

•. • Aooording to \VynU's experimental resWls'~ah there exist in the benzene•chlom(orm system 
    re]atively strong forces of attraction between the Iwd apecies rif m°lewles (gegative deviation througlsout 

    the whole range of concentration), 
/Lo\t no rnmpnunds are formed, while in the Ixnzene-CCh system nn-    atable wmlwunds. of the formula, I I•CC1r and O•aCClr nee for.ned. 

         3t) C- Degard, G'onrpt. mrC.. 40401, q5 (rg35). IIe states that the molecular stmcture of CHCIs hss 
    been reexamined by the nwthod of clectmn diffraction; and the resu]tx deduced therefrom nie shown to 

  . bemntistent with both the ordinary tetmhedral formula. and Urban's mnrdinnte formuln, CCI_•IICI, 
    within the limits of erkor. 

~ 3z) H. 1[oag and R. A. Henkes, J. Arm Chem. Sar., 88, i7 (r938}
 hfaxarelli and Pesleloszo, Caaz rAcmita-itnliaaa, 

    ~
. .rn..;

3$-Ir 3g ~l9°8)~ Int. Crit. T.aSIu, ~, /33

4 (1941)

J
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  since w•e do riot have our own data. This investigation is under-way in our labora-

  tory. These results arc unfortunately, probably not quite reliable, since the 
  melting points of benzene and cyclohesane have been given, respectively, as 5.o and 

  6.2. Dlore recent values are for benzene 5.5"~ and 5.53"'. the latter value of which 
  we have used in our calculation ; for cydohe,;ane, 6.50'0, 6.63's1, and 6.g9Ge1. We 

  have used 6.50°C. 

     The heat of vaporization was calculated from the equation, 

             df~=47~ 1.973 -F 95972448/ T, 

  derived frbin the vapor pressure equation, 

              Log P=6.65859-]o4o.6g1/T-104865/7', 

  given by Scatchard, \Yood, and Rloeheh`t, ex calculated at 29.22°C from the 
  above equation was 783oeal./mole as compared with a directly measured value of 

  7820 at the same temperature, given in Landolt-13ocrnsteins'at. n,' at the boiling ' 

  point, 80.74`], was 887.20. 
     The' molal volumes mere calculated from the equatiou~", 

               fir=0.79707-0.8879 (10 ') E-0.97' (1O-e) ~-+ 1.5 5 (10-8) ~', -

  and. from the molecular weight, 84.16. 
      Prom the-fact that the heat of mixing for this system is largest in the pre-

  sent series of investiganbns, its deviation from an ideal solubility may also be _ 
  largest. This is aetually the case, fl similar conclusion may be dr:rnm from the 

  value of the ccessive entropy of mixing shoo n in "I•ablc IV. 
     Some quite interesting facts come to light when this system is compared with • 

R   that of the benzene-toluene. We shall reserve this for a later discussion and here 

  we shall summarize the equations used to express the results of our solubility 
  measurements as a fiuution of the tcmpemture. These etpressions have been 

 used to cllculate the solubilities at zero and at -zo°C to supply the necessary • 

 data for Table lI. 

                     System Equation 

               Aenune-CCh ing .+•,=3.5zo5o-6tq.6o380/%=0.53668 Jog T .. 
               Iknrcne-CB.: Leg +i=Sq.37z57-39o9.37x35IP-z8.77z log T ., f 
               Benzene-Toluene i~ig lra=2a63roq-IZ34.7s565/T-6.559 tog T .: 
               Be°zene-Cydohexarre Leg .v',=z3.t5897-r547=z(rto/T-7-~93~ tog 7•

System Equalian

Aenune-CCIa ing .~S=3.Ss05o-61}60380/%t0.53668 keg T

Benrcne-CB.. Leg +i=Sq.37z57-390937~35/T-zS.77z log T
Benzene-Toluene ing 11i=2o.63toq-iz34Ja565/T-6.559 log T

Benzene-Cyclohexa're Leg .v'a=z3.t5897-i5g7.=z(rto/?'-7-~93z Ing 7,

~.~

   3q) J.Timmermam,and F. Mnrtins. f. shim. pbla., 23, 750 (19z6). 
   35) L. ROtinja0z and N. Na{,rornow,. Z. phyi,F. Chrui., A 189, 20 (1934)•
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     "Che probable accuracy of our calculations and measurements will be mentioned 
in passing. It is difficult to estimate the order of the magnitude of the error 

involved in our calculations. The main source of error is in the determination, 
which requires fairly lar;e extrapolations, of ffic molal volumes and the heats of 
vaporization of the liquids in our tcmperahue range. The former should be fairly 
accurate (except (or a substance like CS_"'), but in the latter there may be room 
for a la be source of error. The vapor pressure measurements of Scatchard, \Voal, 
and Mochel arc accurate, and a•e have used their results to derive appropriate 
expressions for kbc heats of vaporization of benzene, tyclohcsane, and carbon tetra-
chloride. 1lotvever, how- accurately their measurements give the proper valves of 
eat at our temperatures is difficult to say. Judging from a number of the heats of 
vaporization data found in Iandolt-Roernstcins Tabellen and International Critical 
Tables where the values of the same substance may diflcr not infrequently from z 
to 3%, we shall assume that the accuracy of our heat of vaporization calculations 
cannot be greater than z. 

    Our solubility measurements arc more accurate The total loss in the weight 
of our sample was, in every case, Icss .that o.i,/. The temperatures of the solu-
tions could be estimated to o.z°C with case, and the relative temperatures were 
close to o.l°C, although the absolute tcmltcratures might have been off much more. 
"1 he liquids employed appeared quite pure, as indicated by their sharp and constant 
freezing curves. VVe have assumed, Clrerefore, that the accuracy of our measure-
ments is about o,4/ and relative temperatures arc within o.?°C. , 

                         General Discussion. 

    The results of the measurements of the frvc systems are sununarized in Tables 
I, ]I; III, and IV and represented graphically in Fig. 3. Contltarisons with the 

pii6lished data and with ideal solubilities have. been made. The latter have been 
calculated by two methods. First, by employing the equation, 

               Log .Yo-- JL t _ I l                 X576 ~ T %M'' (3) 
where n~. is the ide:d solubility at the temperature, T, of the solid solute expressed 

in teens of mole fraction ; d[. is the heat of fusion at the melting point, and here, 

it has been assumed to be independenb of the temperatitrc ; T„ is the melting point 

in. the absolute temperature. Second, by taking into account of the change, which 

depends on the diflerence bchveen the molal heat capacities of the liquid and solid 

forms, in the heat of fusion, .tL.
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Mal. Volume (ccJ
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Il 1'a

(~f~l)ii (n%i~[•~

-q .GS

- [ [.35

-[5~93

-zq:3z

-z9 ~75

0.0700

o.xz8q

o.[G3o

o.z37

'['0.2.gq

o.o6g2

o.tx7z

o.x;o9

O.zl;i

os583

93 7z

9z•99

9z.;x

9[.6z

9[.ob

~ 3[

8;.64

S;.xB

Sq.36

83.53

o.t69;

o.z654

o.33[a

o ggxo

o.5oxo

0:;86[

x.SO9z

x.;3x8

:.;z8z

[.379[

0.6660

0.6;;0

obg6[

o.GU6

o.Cm6

o.g87[

0 4939

o.;ox;

O.;f2;

o.52D0

4

  .... 

asai} .'%

Solvents ('S_

-5.71 O.OSSB 0.07664 58.48 86.zo o.t29~ 7.So5z 0.7039 o.t995
- t 3,Sg a.t5o8 o.t334 5796 854 o.z8t8 3.o6v 0.7208 o.zoz2

-zo.5t o.zz6t o.t855 57-So 84.73 o.g636 z577t 07475 o.zogq

-zgd5 J.2751 0.z16o 57•z5 8435 0.6000 z z132 o.76t3 o.zo58

- -z8.4z o3z91 o.zg75 56.99 8,3.96 0.7693 +.8373 0.7783 o.zo6g

Solvent, Chlnro(orm~

-3.9~ o.a6gi ooG3g 77~85 ~63$ aiz53

-I].37 oa tg~ o.[z;7 77.07 $S•54 o.zzt3

-zo.go o.t7g8 0.~884 76.z8 84.6g a3~6i

-3z.56 o.z683 o.z8~z 75•z5 83 57 04350

y48.og o:38os o.4ia9 73A~ Sz.xa 0•5575

SdveN, Tnluenc

~'_. .

- Lt3 o.oggz o.og6l [oq.o3 8(,,65 o.iz59 z.Sz38 oao;q . oaz3fi

-7•qz o:o9ty 0.0887 Io3.;S S6.gi a.zzofi o.9I7S 0.0075 0•1399

-I5.$O o.I_569 O.IQ9S 1oz.g9 SS.i9 0:;435 o:Szzz 0.05;6 o.~42q

-2Y.21 au 60 0.1986 IozA3 54~56 o.g3fio Li7tq OAZq]- 0.137~

-zS.oz o:z663 o.zgg3 IoL55 Sq.m 0.5057 I-Ig45 0.03.{5 o.I3z8

Su1veN, Cyclol~exanrn)

-6.9 o.o9Gy 0.0850 ioq.79 Sb.aS o.z333 3 0904 o.8fw4 o.65bq

-tz.q at549 , od zq7 io4.~7 85 53 0:3430 3 SSz7 a86ot o.67t7

-iS-0 azmi9 o.t694 to3.5 ~ 84-94 og483 35833 0.8553 o.6got

-s5.9 o.3ota osznq I02.$I Sgs9 0 5495 3-599t 0.8420 o.7izo

-3s.z 0.3980 o.z78s toz.oG 83.60 0.6468 3.7735 o.8z;4 oJ387

        The ]ast three wlumns hnve'not 

which mnke the vnlue of D= imngiuary.

been calculated, since 14is system gives negative

-•-or. 

o.tq¢q 

o.~37t 

o.x3a8 

o.65Cy ~ ' 

o.67t7 

o.6got ' 

o.7xw 

0.7387 
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Vap. Pressure Valu<
&+henl I
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O~ \I

P~

qe ~ Y

rx n.^:/i'e

CS. m.6r [2.97 9~87 ~2.z3 33.0 29•R

CCIa 9~z5 ro q6 8.7a 9.9z 73 5~3

Tnlucne 9 90 to.94 9.oq ro~ t= 2 fi.S
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9 75 9-02

941)(1
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al o°C
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CC1~ 5.g7 9 97 ~35[ ~$ 5.z 3.5

Tolueue 9 54 u.o[ S.Si IO$2 [6.[ [z.z

I'rnm vapnr presaure

9A3 y.za

there

~~ In This TnLlc thlnutfnrm aml cydnhuxane n1 o°C 

result ncgalive devintinns which make the value of D 
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~~4 \aL'
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~f,• ar, •;..
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Solvent, Toluene

- s•33 0.8993 o~9N o.S9z9 o.7z o.bg

-74z a8igq o.8igq o.8ogq 0.85 a6z.

-i5.8a 0•7073 0.7063 o C969 i.5z ~•33

-zzz~ a63z3 ob3oz a6o95 3.7z 3.3~

-zS.oz 0.5686 0.5663 a5a~7 Sm 435

Solvent, Cydohesane

-b.g o8ibo 0.8~75 aSo z.a z.x

-iz.4 o.73So oJ4o7 0.70 5.4 5•x

-c8.q 0.6579 o.bboq o.Ga 9.6 ~0.7

-z5•o a5765 o.58aq o.5a ~5•z i6.~

-3z.z o.496z oA993 o.qo zq.i z4.8

i lent el

             Table iV. 

Mixing of Benzene Sfslems at tS°C (nr 5o hidlc y hfixlures.
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     The molal heat. capacity of liquid benzene'has been calculated from the equa-

 tion given by Fioclc, Ginnings, and Fiolton~), 

             rx -ry= 1.7184+o.ozot6 (B/TO)+0.009336 (B/to}. 

 Here, r„ is the specific heat in terms of the international joules and B corresponds 

 to °C. Since-for a small range of temperatures in which we are interested, the 
 molal heat calklcity expressed in a linear form it•OUId be more convenient, so we 

 have • calculated several points from the above equation and" fitted them into a 

  linear form. \\`e have, thus, derived the equation, 

               C~+= [9.9'45 +o.o4q 5'- T, (4) 

 in which C# is the molal heat capacity of ]igtdd benzene in calories. A linear 

 expression for the molal heat capacity of the solid has been obtained by drawing 
 a straight line through the points which have been determined b}• Aoyaroa and 

  Fanda"". The equation obtained is ' _ 
               C,,,=3.374[+0.09063 T (5) 

 Ry combining the cyuations (4), (5) with v7, z351 cal./mule, at the melting point, 

  5.53°C, we have derived'an expression for,the ideal solubility, Na, 

              Lug A•1-to2.31o4/T+S;3z9; log T-0.005033 T-19.3304. (6) 

  -lug Ny calctdated by the second ntethpd (equation 6) lies above that by the 

 first method (equation 3) and it is not a linear function of T . . 
      In the benzene-CCI, system alone a further comparison of A' has been made 

 by employing equation (3) instead of (6). "I'he apparent agreement is lxtter when 

 equation (3) is used. Por the same range 6f concentration, tite maximum error is 

  L6g°/, entirely within the error of calculation. In spite of a better agreement when 
 equation (3) is used, we shall compare our solubility data in the other systems 

 with N calculated using equation (6), since ,the latter is based on a more sound 

 theoretical foundation. 
     From Tables I and ]1 we can say that either (e.~'/v)'t or (a';/y~, where a is 

 the van der \l'aals constant at the boiling puintal, can be employed [o calculate 

 satisfactorily the actual solubility of anon-electrolytic solid in non-polar liquids, or 
 slighNy polar, as indicated by their dipole. moments. There is but a little to choose 

 bchvicen the two. 
     "1'h

coretically and experimentally it is genenll'y accepted that a liquid is more 

 like a sOhd [hall a gas, and many of. thc,liroperties o(a liquid can be correlated 

      gG) Auyama and. Knnda, Sn.. Rep: ToSo.Me ihtiv. (t), Y4,.It9 ft935)•

941)(14
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to those of a solid without abrupt changes. Similarly, many properties of a liquidr 

liquid system can be extended to those of asolid-liquid system. In this connec-

tion the heat of mixing is useful in furnishing sane information as to the degree 
of regularity and of deviations from ideality of asolid-liquid system composed of 

the same components as in the liquid-liquid system. In Table [V _are listed the 
heats of mixing for the benzene systems of 5o mole percent at 13°C (unless other- , 

wise stated) taken' from Schmidt's paper''i, and the excess entropy of mixing, 
s„ for CCI, and CS_ by liirejew10t and that oC cyclohexane by Scatchard"'I. Un-

fortunately, no daft have been found for the others. The measured values of the -
heat of mixing for the same systems by different authors vary within a wide range 

of limits, so for the purpose of comparison, the have taken them from the same I • 

source (not necessarily the mosC accurate, mm~e]y, Scltmidt's ltaper''t: f s; has -

been included for the sole purpose of giving some infornation concerning the order 

of the magnitude of th8 excess entropy of mixing, and no more significance should 
be attached to it at present, since part of the excess entropy of mixing is due to -

the volume change on mixing°t, but this correction has not been applied fof in this 
paper. .Nevertheless, the relative order of both the heats of miring and the excess ~~ 

V entropy of niising is in agreement with what Las been found experimentally in our 
solutions. 

   The calculated values of Ir from (dE~I~`= and (d~/I) of the pure components ~ . 

are compared with those obtained from solubility in Table I. The agreement 

behveen them is not good except for the benzene-CCI, system, for which it is 

tolerable. This comparison is, as has been mentioned elsetvhere?1•°t, too severe, :r 
since, here, a small difference bettieen large numbers is involved, and the nt<•tgni- - ; 

tudc of a small error is ntagnificd to the extent entirely out of proportion to it. - ~ . 
A more suitable method of comparison is to compare directly N_ calculated from 

equations (t) and (6), The results of this comparison are shown in 'Table III. 
Nory, the agreement is much better, and it is, indeed, gratifying for the .benzene- ; ~ 

CCI, and benzene-toluene systems which should be regular from theoretical con-
siderations and from the heats of mixing data of their liquid systems. ]ror these ~ 

hvo systems a difference is less than n5/ for N, as high as 45 mule percent. Thp - °~~' 
agreement is excellent in view of the Fact that our calculation of the energy of ~ ".~' 
vaporiultion per cc cannot probably he. better than .2 / and that equation (1) con- .. ~ 

tains a number of ,assumptions, whose information as tli what c~tent they arc ~ 

    37) G. G. Schmidt, Z. ykynk. Clmra., I21, zzr (tgz5).                                                                                                     `b 
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         valid* is lacking for some of the^:. 
             If equation (I) were strictly applicable, D' should be independent of fempen-

          t~re.- The constancy of I1 iii [urn indicates the regularittr of the system. The 
          results 'of our .calculations given in 'haF~le I hive some information on this point. 

          It of the scstems, benunc-CCI, and hctizene=toluene, which arc regular, is in-

 _ dependent of the temperature within the accuracy of our calculatiats. The- vahtes 
          of D' at-the highest temperatures shoidd not be seriously taken into consideration, 

           since at. tlmse temperatures the values of ~', arc very small, and the results of our 

           calculafiat arc um~cliable. D' for Che benzene-c}'clohexane system is nearly- con-

,̀,

~:

`c:~: 
` ~: 

 ~-
~.. 

~~:. 6. 
    !C `. 

      1~

stant, but there seems to be a definite trend +vith temhet.2ture. The trend is, 

however, in accord with the theory. "i7te trend indicates that this system is also 

regular, but less so than the above systems. In the benzene-CS, system D" is not 

at all independent of the temperature,and even the trend is nok as it should be 

if the system were regular.. _ _ 

    It is also IJ' that empresses the deviation of the system from idcaL behavior: 

From this consideration alone, regardless of the structure. and of t}ie dtemical 

properties of the individual species, the} will form a nearly ideal solution +t hen 

their energies of vaporization per cc, or the energy densities, are nearly equal, 

This actually is the case is shoo•n in hig. 3 and in the accompanying T1ble. In 

these s}~stems the energy density of tgluene is nearest W that of bcnrene, followed 

by CCI, and CS.,, ndtilc that of eyclohc~anc .differs mpst widely. Chrr solybility 

                          IJ- and Ikvintions from ldealily_ At -zo°C.

Component n zx

Toluene 9.90 a[5 o.oxx5

CCIa 9~z5 1 0.50 o.z5oo

Ren:ene 9.75 o.oo o.0ooa

{:S, xo.6~ o.Sfi 0.7396

t Cydahexane S.Sz 0.93 0.8,169

       i/ Calculated frnni vapor pressure measurements. 

          No quantitative infonnalion can be gained Lnf from the eaperimen[al data as to Lo"c much less 
 is tLe constant of the attractive potential hetween hvo di@'erent molecules tram the-gemnetric mean of 

 the constinf of the indivitlua] molecules in the relntimt, ktr S (d'~~k.,)"=. 71 is, equal tb the mean ad a 
 limit. In the liquid-]iquiQ syslemn; benzene.CC[~ and cyclohexane-CCIj, k=(k"id..)':, wliile iv the 

 benzene-cyclohexane it is appreciaLly smaller. -
      "1-hc effect of the mcglect of the tanlrihution to tLe field of -a given molecule beyond .the further 

 side of the next molecule; and the effect of over-lapping hod repulsive-forct'r"r that (he molecules exert 
_on one.nnother as they condense to from aclose poet:ed liquids are neither so readily calculaLle, actually. 

 
` 38) J . F. ICincaid mod 73. kyring, J. Phyv. ('tienr., 93, 37 (r937)-
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  measurements. show the deviations from an ideal solubility in the corresponding z~ 
  manner. The magnitude of the heats of mixing fur the systems folloli•s the same 

  order, as has already been re(errcd to in the preceding section. , 
      •1'h

e deviation .from ideality and regularity is connected n•ith randomness of 

  the molceulcs. Some inforntation on this mint rut lx drawn fi•om the benzene- _ }r 
 ,tbli5ede and benzene-cyclohex:mc systems: In thu former the.deviation from ideality' ' ;' i 

  and regularity is Icast, ns can be seen from Pig. 3 and from the values of D= • ~ ~, 
  in Table I which are independent of tlx temperature, while in the latter s}'stem 

  the deviation fran ideality is largest, and while the s}•s[em is regular, it is less so `, 

 
-
than the former, as indicated by the slight trend with temperature of D=. Since ~ ~~ 

  the molecular structure OE kO1l1CI1L` 1S•IIOt SU dlfferfm fl'Olll that of benzene, chhngi[ig r . 
  one benzene molecule with that of toluene would nut cause much disturbance in 

  the relative orientation and also in the intermolecular forces of the )><nir. This will- +~~ 
                                                                                                                                ..:.`:, 

  not be so simple in the eau: of cydohesane and benzene, because of a la se '= t 

  difference in ,their struc)ures. ~b'hile in the be:nzcne molecule the carbon atoms 
  are all in the same plane, in the cyclohexane molecule they arc notx"1•''al, and -the a+~ 

  latter nwlectdc (ornis a "chair." Scatchard, ~Vuod, and A'fochcl have observed ':' f • 

r 

  that ~enzenrcyclohesaite systems show a positive excess entrgpy of mixing. when ,~ yr 

  a solution is funned and they have eslflained the fact by assuming that benzene ?r~ 
  molecules are less randomly oriented"' in the puce liquid than in the solution where ~ 

.
. 

  structually different c}'clohexane molecules prevent the preferred orientations of the r ,'~ 

  benzene molecules. 

      Plpm the study ~t the fivu systems here considered, it may be concluded that ~ • ' 

  equation (r) ,is applicable to these systuns with the exception of the banzen~ ''•                                                                                                            ,: w 
  chlorofyrm system, and in the systems as benzene-CCI, and benzene-toluene, in 

  which the assumptions involved in the derivation of equation (1) are fairly well qy,i 

  satisfied, the agreement is nearly complete. Lt these hvo systems the actual solo-• r 
  bilities of benzene can be approximated to better than 5a/e from fhc plrysical -Ty 

                                      1 ~••r 
  constants of the pure components alone. - ' ,"~ '                                                                             . jaJi 

      It is our intention to investigate nest-the solubilities of solid cycluhcxane in x°y                                 :t.-  these solvents. 

       39) a) Knhlrausrh and Stockmniq 7.. /:kytik. Ckrm., B 31, 38z ([93F); b) V_ Schomnker and b.i'. 

a 

   Stevenson, ,/. Ckenr. Pkyr., 8, 6;7 (iggo} r ~ '-

    ' qo) A. Lnngxlh and B. Bnk, f. C/em. Pkys., B; qo3 ([yqo). They have found that according to 
  their Raman studies, Ihestructure of cyclnhexane is also a plane. Their argument is disputed-hy i~'t+: 

   Schomaker and Stevensona^~1:. ~ ' 

        
- [ E. S/euer and K. L. Welf, Z. k nk Ckexr., BSB, to[ t 8 The have ddined sn-called -~~ 

   ":Assoxialiansgrad" nod shoxerl that hemene, cyclohexane, and hexane are somewhat "associated ". 
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                         Summary. 

r 

     The solubihties of solid benzene, or the frceiing point lon~ering, in carbon 

 tetrachloride, carbon disulfide, chloroform, find toluene have been determined. 

     Deviations from ideality and reguLtrity of these and of the benzene~yclohexane 

 system, and the applicability of the equation, 

              RT l(1 N~~ePq=Y. vi ]}~ . 
                                                                                                                                                              ` -_ 

 to these systems have been tested. ~ 

     It ltas been found thah benzene-chloroform gives negative deviations, and 

 

.benzene-carbon disulfide and lx:nzene<yclohexane systems deviate quite appreciably 

 
.from- an ideal solubility. 13enzcne-carbon tch•achloride and: benzene-tohtene systems 

 arc regular. and for these systems the actual- solubility can be predicted better 

  ban 5 percent from the physical constants of the pure coniponen[s alone. 

     `I'hc author is grateful to Professor Maruzaest and Dr. 9ato for their pennis-
 lion for publication. IIe is also thankful to I'rofcssor Horiha for his interest in 

 this paper ; his appreciation to lt'fessrs. Sakon, Araki, and Simono for helping him 

 with e~lxrimcnts vul calculations. 

              Y'he G'entral ImLmn(m•y, ' 
         Smell. Jlanrlnrria Railuny Company, 

                    lkiren. 

                        
' (Iteccived Tlay 3, t94r-) 
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